Broadcastings and Digital Rights at ALL EuroHockey events

- The Host acknowledges that the EHF has exclusive and complete ownership and control of the digital stream. Including but not limited to, content, sponsor logos, hosting platform, sale of stream. All details relating to the stream need to be discussed with EHF and authorised by Communications Manager and/or CEO 6 months ahead of our event.

- All games that are produced will be streamed via the EHF’s platform www.eurohockeytv.org, with no geo blocking. This is a non exclusive right. We have the right to embed the stream into our website and/or another platform as mutually agreed.

- The Host has the rights to sell its home games to National or local TV and any revenue raised is for themselves.

- If there is any interest from International Broadcasters, The Host acknowledges that they must contact the EHF to arrange the contracts and all revenue will be for the EHF.

- The Host does not have the right to charge the participating teams for streaming.

- No form of advertising (pre/post roll or any other branding) is allowed unless otherwise agreed with EHF. The EHF has the right to add advertising to the stream.

- Any commentary must be in English and non-biased towards the home team, discussed and agreed with EHF.

The Host acknowledges that the EHF may decide to produce the stream at its event (at the EHF’s cost or cost sharing (to be agreed)).

- The EHF will provide the Host with the platform and url for the stream
- The EHF will provide the overlay graphics
- Host producer to upload the VOD onto the www.eurohockeytv.org

The Host agrees to provide the minimum requirements for streaming at the hosts cost:

- A dedicated tower for the cameraman, minimum of 4 metres at the centre of the pitch, preferably covered for inclement weather (if outdoor event)
- An all weather power source plus four Ethernet ports
- Minimum 10/15 mbps upload speed internet, preferably a dedicated ISDN line
- Booking of a twin room in tournament hotel for crew (costs are for crew)
- Airport / train station transfer of crew (usually 2) to Tournament hotel
- Daily transfer to/from ground of crew
- 2 dedicated volunteers to operate the TMS / AltiusRT graphics
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